WHATS NEW AT KITEWING/ NEW REFLEX STRAP RIGGING PICS
COMPENDIUM 2015 to 2017

Kitewing used design services at North Sails in Marblehead
Massachusetts and Ezzy Sails in Sri Lanka. The North loft created a
virtual model of the 5.5 wing to show the affect of reflex adjustment.
JB Braun at North Sails redesigned the luff tube of the then new flat
mono film 5.5 sail to fit the stiff, light weight carbon front tubes. David
Ezzy at Ezzy Sails drew up final versions of Ezzy 5.5 sails.
The carbon front tubes were introduced by Martin Finell at Kitewing in
2013. Martin found the tubes for the 6.8 sail design which has since
been dropped from the Kitewing line. However, Kitewing uses the
carbon tubes in the 5.5 Speed sail by Ezzy. The new frame is about 8
ozs lighter and stiffer than the standard fiberglass frame. The same
frame fits the 4.8.
The 7.0 Powerfoil by Ezzy uses the stiff light carbon tubes.
The carbon tubes work great. The weight savings is a compliment to
the quick responsive stiff carbon spars which maintain shape longer.
The carbon front tubes work great with older Dacron sails as well as
the new Dacron 5.5. The relatively dynamic Dacron fabric is more
forgiving and lighter than older mono film sails.
The scrim sails built at Ezzy Sails are made from a laminated fabric of
scrim and re enforced mylar film. The new fabric is more durable than
the older Chinese built mono film sails. The 5.5 Speed scrim sail is
about 11 to 12 ozs lighter than the old 5.5 flat mono film sail.
Sail panels have been changed to eliminate unnecessary seams. The
5.5 Speed luff tube has been modified to fit the carbon tubes. David
Ezzy drew the final design for production at Ezzy Sails. The shop crew
in Sri Lanka suggested the cam lock buckles. Cam lock buckles are

used at the wing tips, leech strap and reflex strap. I really like the cam
locks. Kitewing is delighted to have Ezzy Sails building our sails.
The 5.5 Speed scrim sail, the 3.0, the 4.6 , the 5.5 Dacron and the 7.0
Powerfoil sail have two new components. A laced or three position
reflex adjustment potential and a leech strap are standard.
The three position reflex grommets are intended to allow folks to
experiment with reflex subtlety. All the new sails are delivered with a
reflex strap which can be used at three positions or the grommets can
be laced to the boom with one line stopped at an additional jam cleat. I
think lacing the reflex works very well. I have been sailing my new
wings with an additional jam cleat at the end of the boom. Lacing the
reflex adjustment softens the reflex transition.
Sailing a wing without properly adjusted reflex is tough. Correctly
matching reflex to velocity is crucial to wing performance.

The leech strap passes over the boom. The leech strap allows loose
leech created by reflex loads to be tuned out to an extent. It is tough to
tune out changes in the sail due to spars bending under higher sailing
loads. The leech strap is handy when the outhaul is very relaxed and
a lot of reflex is tuned in.

The same standard boom is used with the 4.8, the 5.5 and the 7.0.
The 7.0 has longer Y tubes.
The 7.0 is a sail design taken straight from the former Wave Warrior
7.5. Like the 5.5 sails, the 7.0 sail is redesigned with simple panels
intended to be light and efficient. The luff tube has been tweaked to fit
the stiffer carbon front tubes, some negative shape was built in to the
center seam to create reflex.

The 7.0 Powerfoil is very light. I think it will be a popular wing. Issues
to be resolved include locating the Y tube bracket in the best place as
well as Y tube length. The 7.0 Powerfoil is only 16 ozs. heavier than
the old 5.5 plus which was the top performing wing available five years
ago.
The 5.5 Full scrim sail by Ezzy has been replaced by an Ezzy 5.5
Dacron sail. The latest Ezzy Dacron 5.5 is similar to the older 5.5 sails
designed for the standard fiberglass front tubes, there is some shape
built in to the center seam. The latest 5.5 Dacron works well with any
frame. I use mine with full battens. I like dacron sails because they are
more readily tuned through a wider range of shape.
The new 4.6 is the latest Kitewing. Available in limited quantity for the
2017/18 model year. The 4.6 is a sweet sail. Read the 4.6 Green
Flash file within the files section of the Kitewing site to review the
latest pix and descriptions of whats new in product development at
Kitewing.
The Kitewing Dacron 5.5, 3.0 and 4.6 all incorporate leech stabilizers
by Ezzy.
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Shows longer reflex strap X rigged through two sets of grommets.

Reflex strap X rigged

Shows leach strap and reflex X rigged.

Shows 5.5 dacron rigged with laced reflex and leach strap

Reflex X rigged with leach strap

7.0 Powerwing on ice. Note reflex at tip battens.

